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data
matters

Data. The one thing all companies must provide their clients, and GFI knows data like no other. The GFI System
produces nearly 150 times more data than its leading competitors. The information is both relevant, easily accessible
and allows for benefits of TRUE real time data transfer to enhance dispatch capability, real time notifications and
maximizes the accuracy of specific reporting.

WHAT DOES MORE DATA MEAN FOR YOU?
ENHANCED
UTILIZATION
DATA

IMPROVED
INCIDENT
REPORTING

REAL TIME REPORTING
GFI has the fastest reporting
frequency in the industry. With
average reporting time of 7 to 9
seconds users not only can see their
units move in real time, they can
also accurately recreate a unit’s
activity.
Other systems repeat based on
preset rates – typically 1 to 3
minutes. GFI’s system is incident
based with reporting frequencies
determined by changes in heading
and velocity.
The figure on the left shows just how
much data is collected by GFI. In
the vehicle replay shown the time
elapsed was 40 minutes, the
number of readings during this
period was over 400. This equates
to an average repeat time of 5.9
seconds.

REAL TIME
TRACKING

IMMEDIATE
NOTIFICATIONS

BEHAVIOUR BASED SAFETY MANAGEMENT (BBSM)
Ensure your field employees are operating trucks and equipment in a manner
that is consistent with your safety policies. The GFI system allows you to set
specific speed policies over gravel, secondary, primary and divided highways.
The threshold is variable and can be modified for specific trucks, fleets, etc.
The system provides an escalating, real time notification based process.
Real time instant notification - if the operator continues to speed a notification
is sent via email or text to his supervisor (or authorized party) to escalate the
alarm.

Speed
Control

Acceleration and deceleration rates can also be monitored if the company so
chooses and this data can be incorporated into the driver scoring each month.
As this criteria is often considered more of a preventative maintenance as
opposed to safety related issue, we let the client choose to what degree this is
monitored.

In-vehicle audible alarms are a
key component to GFI’s BBSM
offering. A multi-function buzzer
emits an audible alarm when
operators exceed corporate speed
policies. By alerting drivers of
potential speed infractions,
companies can proactively
manage speed issues and
drastically improve their safety
and utilization metrics.

DRIVER PERFORMANCE REPORTING
Monitor your fleets’ monthly adherence to speed policies. The DPC Report shows driver performance using a
ranking based on kilometres driven combined with speed policy infractions by road type. Results are then
compiled graphically (RED, YELLOW, or GREEN) to show aggregate fleet performance data.

work alone,
safely

The GFI system can integrate with several work alone safety devices to ensure that workers are monitored while on
site. Solutions can range from as simple as timed Geo-Fences, to iPad applications all the way to intrinsically safe
motion detecting man-down pendant devices. With GFI’s real time notification system, safety administrators and call
centres can receive instantaneous notifications allowing for quick and accurate responses to emergency situations.

GFI's Work Alone Timer
application for the iPad allows
workers to set on site timers that
integrate with a vehicle's horn for
timer warnings as well as sending
out notification messages to
administrators when the timer has
expired.

The Cypress Man-Down pendant allows for operators to be monitored while out of vehicle and have the ability to
query for help when in distress. Equipped with both a Panic button and motion sensing technology the man-down
pendant is the premium choice in work alone safety situations.

GFI SYSTEMS – MAN DOWN NOTIFICATION PROCESS

protect your assets
The GFI system provides a comprehensive module that allows the client
to stay on top of warranty expirations and schedule regular maintenance
and inspection intervals for trucks and equipment. The system is both
hours and kilometers based and configurable to the client’s specific
requirements.
It allows inputting of base level work orders and tracks each
maintenance within the system database to track costs and retrieve
historical maintenance records. The vehicle odometer or hours meter is
calibrated with that of the in-vehicle hardware, which logs operation and
mileage in the system. When an interval is coming due, the system
automatically alerts your maintenance department so that scheduling can
be made and updated within the system.

GFI SYSTEMS - ASSET MANAGEMENT PROCESS

Update your
maintenance records
in JAG

JAG system tracks
vehicle usage

Set vehicle
maintenance
parameters

Receive
maintenance alarms
via text/email

get the information you
need
For many equipment fleets, knowing where your assets are is
valuable information, however, knowing what they are doing and if
they are being utilized to a high degree can often be more important.
GFI’s reporting features enable the client to access data specific to
fleet activity in addition to comprehensive supporting documentation
for government reporting and fuel tax rebates. Available reports
include but are not limited to the following:

DAILY REPORT
Daily report provides daily and summarized data for all of your units activity over user defined time periods.

INPUTS REPORT
Input Reports let users know how much a unit’s external equipment is utilized.

IFTA REPORT
IFTA (International Fuel Tax Agreement) Reports summarize unit travel data by jurisdiction.

high level management
Knowledge is power. With GFI System’s Executive Dashboards you have the knowledge and insight required to manage
your fleet in an efficient manner. Executive Dashboards provide a snap shot view of the key metrics important to any
mobile fleet: Safety, Activity, and Utilization.

HOW SAFE IS YOUR FLEET?
Safety data provides users a view of their monthly
infractions by road surface. Quarterly statistics will show
changes in overall fleet performance and will allow you
to focus your safety initiatives based on road surface.
Need to know what drivers need extra coaching? The
Safety Dashboard shows you who the top ten operators
are by infraction.

HOW IS YOUR TIME SPENT?
Activity data breaks down your fleet’s usage of vehicle
time by in motion, idle, and stopped time parameters.
Comprehensive idle time reporting helps executives
calculate their companies environmental footprint. Top
ten units by idle time lets you pinpoint savings
opportunities and units that need further coaching.

HOW MUCH DO YOU TRAVEL?
Utilization data can tell you just how much distance you
travel by unit and at an aggregate level. Target under
utilized units and or divisions to better optimize your
overall fleet utilization.

manage your employees
Ensure your field operators' certifications are current with GFI's Employee Management
module. Assign trucks, work alone safety devices, important medical information and
monitor training intervals with a comprehensive and easy to use database system
designed to keep your workers current in the field.
Automatically receive notifications of impending certification and
orientation expirations for your employees. Note pertinent
medical, contact, and emergency information for
each employee

RECORD EMPLOYEE INFORMATION

ADD CERTIFICATION EXPIRY DATES

In-Vehicle Capabilities
BEHAVIOR BASED SAFETY MANAGEMENT
Have your entire fleet operating your vehicles within the
parameters of your corporate speed policy. GFI's
extensive road network allows you to monitor driver
behavior over all road surfaces; gravel, secondary roads,
primary and divided highways. In-cab notification of
speeding allows operators to change behavior when
policy is broken. Immediate notifications of speed
infractions escalate issues as they occur.

DRIVER ID
Need to know who is operating your vehicles? GFI
Systems has integrated Driver ID technology via the use
of iButton technology. Drivers are able to log into
vehicles using their own unique key fob identifier. This
feature allows for enhanced driver profiling.

IN VEHICLE WIFI
In vehicle wi-fi can be added to GFI’s modems allowing
operators to access back office applications and stay in
touch using laptop, mobile, or tablet devices.

MAPPING & ROUTING
Using GFI’s iPad Mapping application, operators can
receive real-time routing information as well as plan
and save custom routing on their iPads.

driver logs

HOURS OF SERVICE
iPAD APP

Replace Your Paper Logs
GFI Systems is proud to announce the launch of the most user friendly and comprehensive Hours of Service
(HOS) application on the market. The GFI HOS iPad application allows operators the ability to accurately
record log status changes while also automatically updating the status graph. Need to know where status
changes occur? The HOS application also tracks where status changes were made using the iPad’s GPS
technology. Operators can produce copies of logs on demand via PDF copies of log sheets that can be
emailed and or printed.

find your way
Introducing GFI Systems new LSD Buddy
Need to find an LSD and how to get there? Download GFI’s
LSD buddy app for iPhone, Android & Blackberry

FIND LSDs
Finding an LSD (Legal Sub Division) is easy, simply enter
in the LSD you wish to find and GFI’s comprehensive
location database will determine the latitude/longitude
and the urban/rural location on your mobile device’s
mapping software.

ROUTE TO YOUR DESTINATION
Once you have found you location you can choose from
a number of different routes to get to this location. GFI’s
LSD Buddy App will even allow you to route to the LSD
using your mobile device’s vehicle routing software.

maximize your return
on investment

reduce fuel costs

Reduction in fuel costs due to speed control measures, especially on gravel road
surfaces. Control Speed over all road surfaces, especially gravel roads
Average savings of 15% or more

maximize organizational efficiency

Increased organization within the company. Transparency between
office and field operations. Accurate billing and reporting information
Audit-proof data. Increased worker productivity

reduce maintenance costs

Repair warranty defects prior to expiration. Stay on top
of regular maintenance intervals. Reduced incidence
suspension related issues. Experience longer
life of wear components.

improve safety

Pursue reduced premiums for improved
safety backed up by objective 3rd party
data. Reduced incident of collisions with
wildlife.

improve asset utilization

Know your equipment is working and to what
degree. Ensure proper scheduling of required
on site equipment. Fewer equipment
purchases. Reduced man hours.

